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Abstract
Virtual knot theory, introduced by L. Kauffman, is a generalization of classical
knot theory. It naturally yields the notion of a virtual braid, which is closely related
to the notion of a welded braid due to R. Fenn, R. Rima´nyi and C. Rourke. In this
paper we prove that any virtual link or welded link can be described as the closure
of a virtual braid or welded braid, respectively, which is unique up to certain basic
moves. This is analogous to the Alexander and Markov theorems for classical braids
and links.
1. Introduction
The theory of a virtual knot was introduced by L. Kauffman as a generalization
of classical knot theory (cf. [14], [15]). It is related to quandles/biquandles and their
homology groups (cf. [5], [6], [18]). It naturally yields the notion of a virtual braid,
defined in §2 (cf. [14], [15], [16]). The virtual braid group contains the braid group in
a natural way. This group is closely related to the welded braid group introduced by
R. Fenn, R. Rimányi and C. Rourke [7]. In this paper we prove that any virtual link or
welded link can be described as the closure of a virtual braid or welded braid, respec-
tively, which is unique up to certain basic moves. This is analogous to the Alexander
and Markov theorems for classical braids and links.
The Alexander theorem states that any link is described as the closure of a braid,
and the Markov theorem states that such a braid presentation is unique up to conjuga-
tions and stabilizations (cf. [1], [19], [20], [22], [26], [27], [28], etc.). The Alexander
theorem for virtual links (Proposition 3) and for welded links (Proposition 8) are eas-
ily obtained by observing a relationship between virtual links and Gauss code diagrams
given in [10] and [14] . In his talk at the AMS Meeting, Washington D.C. in January
2000, Kauffman asked whether there is a result analogous to the Markov theorem for
virtual links. The following theorem answers the question and ensures a relationship
between virtual braids and virtual links.
Theorem 1. Two virtual braid diagrams (or two virtual braids, respectively) have
equivalent closures as virtual link if and only if they are related to each other by a
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finite sequence of the following VM0-, VM1-, VM2- and VM3-moves (or VM1-, VM2-
and VM3-moves, resp.):
• (VM0-move) a virtual braid move,
• (VM1-move) a conjugation in the virtual braid group,
• (VM2-move) a right stabilization of positive, negative or virtual type, and its in-
verse operation,
• (VM3-move) a right/left virtual exchange move.
The VM0-, VM1- and VM2-moves are analogous to the Markov moves for clas-
sical braids. The VM3-moves are analogous to exchange moves (cf. [2], [3]). It is
remarkable that VM3-moves are not consequences of VM0-, VM1- and VM2-moves
[12], whereas exchange moves for classical braids are consequences of Markov moves.
We also note that left stabilizations of positive/negative type for virtual braids are not
consequences of VM0-, VM1- and VM2-moves [12], whereas left stabilizations of
positive/negative for classical braids are consequences of Markov moves.
For welded braids and links, we have an analogous result as follows:
Theorem 2. Two welded braid diagrams (or welded braids, respectively) have
equivalent closures as welded link if and only if they are related by a finite sequence
of the following WM0-, WM1- and WM2-moves (or WM1- and WM2-moves, resp.):
• (WM0-move) a welded braid move,
• (WM1-move) a conjugation in the welded braid group,
• (WM2-move) a right stabilization of positive, negative or welded type, and its in-
verse operation.
The original version [11] of this paper was archived in 2000, and was not pub-
lished since virtual knot theory was not popular yet. However these days the author
has been asked by a lot of researchers about the paper, and he decided to submit it
for publication here. Note that this current paper is shorter that the original one [11]
because Section 6 of [11], concerned with virtual braid invariants, was separated as
[12] in order to be discussed in more general situation. It is also updated. Recently,
L. Kauffman and S. Lambropoulou discovered an alternative approach to the Alexander
and Markov theorems for virtual links using ‘L-moves’ [17].
2. Virtual braids and welded braids
Let m be a positive integer and Qm a set of m interior points of the interval [0, 1].
We denote by E the 2-disk [0, 1]  [0, 1] and by p2 : E ! [0, 1] the second factor
projection. A virtual braid diagram of degree m is an immersed 1-manifold b = a1 [
   [ am in E such that
1. b = Qm  f0, 1g  E ,
2. for each i 2 f1, : : : , mg, p2jai : ai ! [0, 1] is a homeomorphism,
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Fig. 1. Crossings
Fig. 2. Standard generators
3. the multiple point set V (b) consists of transverse double points,
4. p2jV (b) : V (b) ! [0, 1] is injective,
5. each point of V (b) is assigned information of positive, negative or virtual crossing
as in Fig. 1. (The labels 1, : : : , 4 in the figure are used later. Ignore them at this
moment.)
The arcs a1, : : : ,am are assumed to be oriented from the top ([0,1]f1g) to the bottom
([0, 1]  f0g) of E . Two virtual braid diagrams are identified if one is transformed to
the other continuously keeping the above conditions. The set of virtual braid diagrams
of degree m, with the concatenation product, forms a monoid generated by i ,  1i , i
(i = 1, : : : , m   1) illustrated in Fig. 2. The identity element is Qm  [0, 1]  E .
DEFINITION (cf. [14], [15], [16], [17]). The virtual braid group VBm of degree
m is the group obtained from the monoid of virtual braid diagrams of degree m by
introducing the following relations:
(Trivial relations) i 1i =  1i i = 1
(Braid relations)

i j =  ji , ji   j j > 1
ii+1i = i+1ii+1
(Permutation group relations)
8
<
:

2
i = 1
i j =  ji , ji   j j > 1
ii+1i = i+1ii+1
(Mixed relations)

i j =  ji , ji   j j > 1
ii+1i = i+1ii+1.
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A virtual braid of degree m is an element of VBm .
DEFINITION ([7]). The welded braid group WBm is the group that is obtained
from VBm by introducing additional relations ii+1i = i+1ii+1 (i = 1, : : : , m   2).
A welded braid diagram is a diagram representing an element of this group.
REMARK. There is a canonical epimorphism VBm ! WBm . Fenn, Rimányi and
Rourke [7] proved that the welded braid group WBm is isomorphic to the braid-
permutation group BPm . By an argument in [7], we see that the subgroup of VBm
generated by i (i = 1, : : : , m) is isomorphic to the braid group Bm and the subgroup
generated by i (i = 1, : : : , m) is isomorphic to the symmetric group Sm .
3. Braid presentation of virtual links
A virtual link diagram is a closed oriented 1-manifold K immersed in R2 such
that the multiple point set V (K ) consists of transverse double points each of which has
information of positive, negative or virtual crossing as in Fig. 1. Positive and negative
crossings are called real crossings. The set of real crossings will be denoted by VR(K ).
We assume that virtual link diagrams are the same if they are isotopic in R2. Virtual
Reidemeister moves are the local moves illustrated in Fig. 3. (The moves indicated
by (b) are consequences of the moves indicated by (a) and R2-moves or V2-moves.)
Two virtual link diagrams are equivalent if they are related by a finite sequence of
virtual Reidemeister moves. A virtual link or a virtual link type is the equivalence
class of a virtual link diagram, [10], [14], [15].
The closure of a virtual braid diagram (or a virtual link) is defined in the standard
way in knot theory (Fig. 4). The following proposition is well-known. We shall give
a proof in §4.
Proposition 3. Any virtual link can be described as the closure of a virtual braid.
When virtual braid diagrams b1 and b2 represent the same virtual braid, we say
that b2 is obtained from b1 by a virtual braid move or a VM0-move.
For virtual braid diagrams b1 and b2 of the same degree, we say that the virtual
braid diagram b1b2 is obtained from b2b1 by a conjugation or a VM1-move.
For a virtual braid diagram b of degree m, we denote by ts(b) the virtual braid
diagram of degree m + s + t obtained from b by adding s trivial arcs to the left of b
and t trivial arcs to the right. (This defines a monomorphism ts : VBm ! VBm+s+t .)
For a virtual braid diagram b of degree m, a right stabilization of positive, negative
or virtual type is the replacement of b by the virtual braid diagram 10(b)m , 10(b) 1m
or 10(b)m , respectively, of degree m + 1. See Fig. 5. This operation and the inverse
operation are called VM2-moves.
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Fig. 3. Virtual Reidemeister moves
Fig. 4. Closure
Fig. 5. Right stabilizations
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Fig. 6. Right/left virtual exchange moves
Similarly, a left stabilization is the replacement of b by 01(b)1, 01(b) 11 or 01(b)1.
(A left stabilization will be used in §6. Note that we do not call a left stabilization a
VM2-move in this paper.)
A right virtual exchange move is the replacement

1
0(b1) 1m 10(b2)m $ 10(b1)m 10(b2)m
and a left virtual exchange move is a replacement

0
1(b1) 11 01(b2)1 $ 01(b1)101(b2)1
where b1 and b2 are virtual braid diagrams of degree m. See Fig. 6. These moves are
called VM3-moves.
4. Braiding process
For a virtual link diagram K , we denote by S(K ) : VR(K ) ! f+1, 1g the map
assigning the real crossings their signs. For a real crossing v 2 VR(K ), let N (v) be a
regular neighborhood of v as in Fig. 1. We denote by v(1), v(2), v(3), v(4) the four points
of N (v) \ K ordered as in the figure. Put W = W (K ) = Cl R2  S
v2VR (K ) N (v)

and
V R (K ) = fv( j ) j v 2 VR(K ), j 2 f1, 2, 3, 4gg, where Cl means the closure. The restriction
of K to W is denoted by K jW , which is the union of some oriented arcs and loops
immersed in W such that the multiple points are virtual crossings of K and that the
boundary of the arcs is equal to the set V R (K ).
Define a subset G(K )  V R (K )  V R (K ) such that (a, b) 2 G(K ) if and only if
K jW has an oriented arc starting from a and terminating at b. We denote by (K )
the number of components of K . For example, for a virtual link diagram illustrated
in Fig. 7,
VR(K ) = fv1, v2, v3g,
S(K ) : v1 7! +1, v2 7! +1, v3 7!  1,
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Fig. 7. A virtual link diagram
G(K ) =  v(3)3 , v(1)1

,
 
v
(3)
1 , v
(2)
2

,
 
v
(4)
2 , v
(2)
3

,
 
v
(4)
3 , v
(1)
2

,
 
v
(3)
2 , v
(2)
1

,
 
v
(4)
1 , v
(1)
3
	
,
(K ) = 2.
The Gauss data of K is the quadruple (VR(K ), S(K ), G(K ), (K )). We say that
two virtual link diagrams K and K 0 have the same Gauss data if (K ) = (K 0) and if
there is a bijection g: VR(K ) ! VR(K 0) such that g preserves the signs of the crossing
points and that (a, b) 2 G(K ) implies (g(a), g(b)) 2 G(K 0), where g : V R (K ) ! V R (K 0)
is the bijection induced from g : VR(K ) ! VR(K 0). This condition is equivalent to the
condition that K and K 0 have the same Gauss diagram in the sense of [10] or the same
Gauss code in the sense of [14].
Let K be a virtual link diagram and let W = W (K ) = Cl R2  S
v2VR (K ) N (v)

be
as before. Suppose that K 0 is a virtual link diagram with the same Gauss data as K .
Then we can deform K 0 by an isotopy of R2 such that
1. K and K 0 are identical in N (v) for every v 2 VR(K ),
2. K 0 has no real crossings in W , and
3. there is a one-to-one correspondence between the arcs/loops of K jW and those of
K 0jW satisfying a condition that each arc of K jW and the corresponding arc of K 0jW
have the same endpoints.
In this situation, we say that K 0 is obtained from K by replacing K jW .
Lemma 4 ([10], [14]). If two virtual link diagrams K and K 0 have the same
Gauss data, then K is equivalent to K 0. Moreover, we can transform K to K 0, up to
isotopy of R2, by a finite sequence of V1-, V2-, V3- and M-moves.
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Fig. 8. Moves on immersed curves
Proof. Since K and K 0 have the same Gauss data, without loss of generality we
may assume that K 0 is obtained from K by replacing K jW . Let a1, : : : , as be the
arcs/loops of K jW , and let a01, : : : , a0s be the corresponding arcs/loops of K 0jW . We
may assume that a01 intersects a2, : : : , as transversely. The arc or loop a1 is homotopic
to a01 in R2 (relative to the boundary of a1 if a1 is an arc). Taking the homotopy
generically with respect to the arcs/loops a2, : : : , as and the 2-disks N (v) (v 2 VR(K )),
we see that the arc/loop a1 is transformed to a01 by a finite sequence of moves as in
Fig. 8 up to isotopy of R2, where N means N (v) for v 2 VR(K ). Each move is a V1-,
V2-, V3-, or M-move. Inductively, every ai is transformed to a0i by such moves.
Let O be the origin of R2. Identify R2   fOg with R+  S1 by polar coordinates
and let  : R2   fOg = R+  S1 ! S1 be the projection, where R+ is the half-line
consisting of positive numbers and we assume that S1 is oriented counterclockwise. A
braided virtual link diagram (of degree m) is a virtual link diagram K such that
(i) it is contained in R2   fOg,
(ii) for the underlying immersion k : F S1 ! R2   fOg of K , the composition  Æ
k :
F
S1 ! S1 is an orientation preserving covering map of degree m (where F S1 is
the disjoint union of (K ) circles), and
(iii)  jV (K ) : V (K ) ! S1 is injective.
A point  of S1 is called a regular value if V (K ) \  1() = ;. Cutting K along
the half-line  1() for a regular value  , we obtain a virtual braid diagram whose
closure is K . Such a virtual braid diagram is uniquely determined up to conjuga-
tion (VM1-move).
Proof of Proposition 3 (Braiding Process). Let K be a virtual link diagram and
let N1, : : : , Nn be regular neighborhoods of the real crossings of K . By an isotopy of
R2, we may assume that all Ni (i = 1, : : : , n) are in R2   fOg, (Ni ) \ (N j ) = ;
for i 6= j and that the restriction of K to each Ni consists of two oriented arcs each
of which is mapped into S1 by  homeomorphically with respect to the orientation of
S1. Replace the remainder K jW (K ) arbitrarily such that the result is a braided virtual
link diagram. By Lemma 4, K is equivalent to this diagram.
5. Proof of Theorem 1
The terminologies ‘virtual braid moves’, ‘right stabilizations’ and ‘right/left vir-
tual exchange moves’ defined in §3 are also used for braided virtual link diagrams.
These moves and their inverse moves are also called VM0-, VM2- and VM3-moves,
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Fig. 9. Right stabilizations (VM2-moves)
respectively. For example, the moves illustrated in Fig. 9 are right stabilizations (VM2-
moves) for braided virtual link diagrams. If two braided virtual link diagrams are re-
lated by a finite sequence of VM0- and VM2-moves, then we say that they are virtually
Markov equivalent in the strict sense. If they are related by a finite sequence of VM0-,
VM2- and VM3-moves, then we say that they are virtually Markov equivalent.
Lemma 5. Let K and K 0 be braided virtual link diagrams ( possibly of distinct
degrees) such that K 0 is obtained from K by replacing K jW (K ). Then K and K 0 are
virtually Markov equivalent in the strict sense.
Proof. Let N1, : : : , Nn be regular neighborhoods of the real crossings of K (and
hence of K 0) with W = W (K ) = Cl R2  Sni=1 Ni

. Taking N1, : : : , Nn to be smaller,
without loss of generality we may assume that (Ni )\(N j ) = ; for i 6= j and hence

 
Sn
i=1 Ni

6= S1. Let a1, : : : , as be the arcs/loops of K jW and let a01, : : : , a0s be the
corresponding arcs/loops of K 0jW . Take a common regular value 0 2 S1 for K and
K 0 such that 0 is not in 
 
Sn
i=1 Ni

. If there exists an arc/loop ai of K jW and the
corresponding one a0i of K 0jW such that #(ai \ 1(0)) 6= #(a0i \ 1(0)), then move a
small segment of ai or a0i toward the origin by a series of VM0-moves corresponding
to  2i = 1 and apply some VM2-moves of virtual type so that #(ai \ 1(0)) = #(a0i \

 1(0)). Thus we may assume that #(ai \ 1(0)) = #(a0i \ 1(0)) for i = 1, : : : , s.
Let k and k 0 be underlying immersions
F
S1 ! R2   fOg of K and K 0 such that
they are identical near the preimages of the real crossings. Let I1, : : : , Is be intervals
or circles in
F
S1 with k(Ii ) = ai for i = 1, : : : , s, and put ki = kjIi . Let k 01, : : : , k 0s
be such immersions for K 0. Note that  Æ ki : Ii ! S1 and  Æ k 0i : Ii ! S1 are ori-
entation preserving immersions and  Æ ki j Ii =  Æ k 0i j Ii . Since ai and a0i have the
same degree with respect to 0, there exists a homotopy fkti : Ii ! R2   fOggt2[0,1]
in R2   fOg between ki = k0i and k 0i = k1i relative to the boundary  Ii such that for
each t 2 [0, 1],  Æ kti : Ii ! S1 is an immersion. Taking such a homotopy generically
with respect to the other arcs/loops of K jW (and K 0jW ) and the 2-disks N1, : : : , Nn ,
we have a finite sequence of VM0-moves transforming ai to a0i (recall the proof of
Lemma 4). Applying this procedure inductively, we see that K is transformed to K 0
by VM0-moves.
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Fig. 10.
Lemma 6. Two braided virtual link diagrams with the same Gauss data are vir-
tually Markov equivalent in the strict sense.
Proof. Let K and K 0 be braided virtual link diagrams with the same Gauss data.
Let N1, : : : , Nn be regular neighborhoods (as in Fig. 1) of the real crossings v1, : : : , vn
of K , and N 01, : : : , N 0n be regular neighborhoods of the corresponding real crossings
v
0
1, : : : , v
0
n of K 0.
CASE 1. Suppose that (N1), : : : , (Nn) and (N 01), : : : , (N 0n) appear in S1 in
the same (cyclic) order. By an isotopy of R2, deform K keeping the conditions of a
braided virtual link diagram such that Ni = N 0i (i = 1, : : : , n) and that the restrictions of
K and K 0 to these disks are identical. By Lemma 5, K and K 0 are virtually Markov
equivalent in the strict sense.
CASE 2. Suppose that (N1), : : : ,(Nn) and (N 01), : : : ,(N 0n) do not appear in
S1 in the same (cyclic) order. It is sufficient to consider a special case that (N1), : : : ,
(Nn) and (N 01), : : : , (N 0n) appear in S1 in the same order except a pair, say (N1)
and (N2). Applying VM0-moves, we may assume that K is the closure of a virtual
braid diagram which looks like the left one of Fig. 10, where b1 is a virtual braid
diagram without real crossings and b2 is a virtual braid diagram. The middle of the
figure is obtained from the left by VM0- and VM2-moves. The right one is obtained
from the middle by VM0-moves. By Case 1, the right one and K 0 are virtually Markov
equivalent in the strict sense. Thus K and K 0 are virtually Markov equivalent in the
strict sense.
Since the braiding process (the proof of Proposition 3) does not change the Gauss
data of a virtual link diagram, we have the following.
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Fig. 11. Oriented virtual Reidemeister moves
Fig. 12.
Corollary 7. For a virtual link diagram K , a braided virtual link diagram ob-
tained by the braiding process is uniquely determined up to virtual Markov equivalence
in the strict sense.
Proof of Theorem 1. The if part is obvious. We prove the only if part. Let K
and K 0 be braided virtual link diagrams which represent the same virtual link. There
is a finite sequence of virtual link diagrams from K to K 0 each step of which is one of
the moves in Fig. 11 (cf. §7, Proposition 11). By use of V2-moves, an R2c-move and
an R2d-move are obtained from an Xa-move and an Xb-move in Fig. 12, respectively.
Therefore, there is a finite sequence of virtual link diagrams K = K0, K1, : : : , Ks = K 0
such that each Ki is obtained from Ki 1 by an R1a-, R1b-, V1-, R2a-, R2b-, Xa-, Xb-,
V2a-, V2b-, V2c-, R3-, V3- or M-move.
Apply the braiding process to each Ki and let eKi be a braided virtual link diagram
with the same Gauss data as Ki . Note that eKi is uniquely determined up to virtual
Markov equivalence in the strict sense (Lemma 6). We assume that eK0 = K0 = K and
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Fig. 13.
eKs = Ks = K 0. Then it is sufficient to prove that for each i (i = 1, : : : , s), eKi and eKi 1
are virtually Markov equivalent.
If Ki is obtained from Ki 1 by a V1-, V2a-, V2b-, V2c-, V3- or M-move, then
Ki and Ki 1 have the same Gauss data and so do eKi and eK i 1. By Lemma 6, eKi and
eKi 1 are virtually Markov equivalent.
Suppose that Ki is obtained from Ki 1 by an R1a-, R1b-, R2a-, R2b-, Xa-, Xb-,
or R3-move. Let 1 be a 2-disk in R2 where the move is applied, and let 1c be the
complement of 1 in R2 so that Ki \1c = Ki 1 \1c.
If the move is not an Xb-move, then we can deform Ki and Ki 1 by an isotopy
of R2 such that Ki \ 1 and Ki 1 \ 1 satisfy the conditions of a braided virtual link
diagram. Apply the braiding process to the remainder Ki\1c = Ki 1\1c, and we have
braided virtual link diagrams, say eK 0i and eK 0i 1 such that eK 0i \1 = Ki \1, eK 0i 1 \1 =
Ki 1 \1, and eK 0i \1c = eK 0i 1 \1c. If the move is an R1a-, R1b-, or Xa-move, then
1 contains the origin O of R2 and eK 0i and eK 0i 1 are related by a right stabilization of
positive/negative type or a right virtual exchange move. If the move is an R2a-, R2b-,
or R3-move, then 1 is disjoint from O and eK 0i and eK 0i 1 are related by a VM0-move.
Since eK 0i has the same Gauss data as Ki , it is virtually Markov equivalent to eKi by
Lemma 6. Similarly eK 0i 1 is virtually Markov equivalent to eKi 1. Therefore eKi and
eKi 1 are virtually Markov equivalent.
If the move is an Xb-move, then transform Ki and Ki 1, without changing their
Gauss data, to the closures of the (virtual) tangles depicted as (A1) and (B1) in Fig. 13,
say K 0i and K 0i 1, where b1 and b2 are virtual braid diagrams. (First deform Ki \ 1
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and Ki 1 \ 1 by isotopies of R2 such that they are locally as in the thick boxes of
(A1) and (B1). Then apply the braiding process to the remainder.) Let eK 0i and eK 0i 1
be the closures of the virtual braid diagrams depicted as (A2) and (B2) in the figure.
Note that eK 0i has the same Gauss data as K 0i and hence as Ki . Thus eK 0i is virtually
Markov equivalent to eKi (Lemma 6). Similarly eK 0i 1 is virtually Markov equivalent to
eKi 1. On the other hand, eK 0i and eK 0i 1 are related by a left virtual exchange move.
Therefore eKi and eKi 1 are virtually Markov equivalent.
6. Welded links and their braid presentation
Throughout this section, a virtual link diagram is referred to as a welded link di-
agram. We call the local move illustrated in the left hand side of Fig. 14 a W-move.
Two welded link diagrams are equivalent as welded link if they are related by a finite
sequence of virtual Reidemeister moves and W-moves. The equivalence class is called
a welded link or a welded link type. It is easily verified that the oriented W-move il-
lustrated in the right of Fig. 14 is sufficient to realize all possible orientations for a
W-move up to oriented moves in Fig. 11 (cf. the proof of Proposition 11, §7).
We refer to a virtual braid diagram as a welded braid diagram. Recall that the
welded braid group WBm is the quotient of VBm by adding the relations ii+1i =
i+1ii+1 (i = 1, : : : , m   2) corresponding to W-moves.
Proposition 8. Any welded link can be described as the closure of a welded braid.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.
When two welded braid diagrams b and b0 represent the same welded braid, we
say that b0 is obtained from b by a WM0-move or a welded braid move. A WM1-move
or a WM2-move is a VM1-move or a VM2-move, respectively. A right/left stabiliza-
tion of virtual type is referred to as a right/left stabilization of welded type.
Lemma 9. A left stabilization of positive, negative or welded type is a conse-
quence of WM0-, WM1- and WM2-moves.
Proof. For the case of welded type, see the first row of Fig. 15.
For the case of positive type, see the second row. The step (6) ! (7) is allowed
in the welded braid group, whereas it is not allowed in the virtual braid group. The
case of negative type is treated similarly.
Lemma 10. A right/left virtual exchange move is a consequence of WM0-,
WM1- and WM2-moves.
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Fig. 14. W-move
Fig. 15.
Proof. A right virtual exchange move is realized by WM0-, WM1- and WM2-
moves as follows:
b1 1m b2m = b1 1m mmb2m 2 WBm+1
$ b1 1m mm+1mb2m 2 WBm+2 (WM1 + WM2)
= b1 1m m+1mm+1b2m 2 WBm+2
= b1m+1m 1m+1m+1b2m 2 WBm+2
= m+1b1mb2 1m+1m+1m 2 WBm+2
$ b1mb2 1m+1m+1mm+1 2 WBm+2 (WM1)
= b1mb2 1m+1mm+1m 2 WBm+2
= b1mb2mm+1 1m m 2 WBm+2
$ b1mb2m 1m m 2 WBm+1 (WM1 + WM2)
= b1mb2m 2 WBm+1,
where b1, b2 2 WBm (and we also denote by bi (i = 1, 2) the natural images 10(bi ) 2
WBm+1 and 20(bi ) 2 WBm+2). Similarly, a left virtual exchange move is realized by
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WM0-, WM1-moves and left stabilizations. By Lemma 9, we have the result.
Here we also call a braided virtual link diagram a braided welded link diagram.
Two braided welded link diagrams are welded Markov equivalent if they are related by
a finite sequence of WM0- and WM2-moves. By Lemma 10, if two braided welded
link diagrams are virtually Markov equivalent, then they are welded Markov equivalent.
Proof of Theorem 2. The if part is obvious. We prove the only if part. Let K
and K 0 be braided welded link diagrams representing the same welded link. There is a
finite sequence of welded link diagrams K = K0, K1, : : : , Ks = K 0 such that each Ki is
obtained from Ki 1 by an R1a-, R1b-, V1-, R2a-, R2b-, Xa-, Xb-, V2a-, V2b-, V2c-,
R3-, V3-, M- or W-move (in Figs. 11, 12 and 14). Apply the braiding process to each
Ki and let eKi be a braided welded link diagram with the same Gauss data as Ki . By
Lemmas 6 and 10, eKi is uniquely determined up to welded Markov equivalence. We
assume that eK0 = K0 = K and eKs = Ks = K 0. It is sufficient to prove that for each i
(i = 1, : : : , s), eKi and eKi 1 are welded Markov equivalent. In the proof of Theorem 1,
we have already seen that eKi and eKi 1 are welded Markov equivalent, except the case
where Ki is obtained from Ki 1 by a W-move. Suppose that Ki is obtained from Ki 1
by a W-move. Let 1 be a 2-disk in R2 where the W-move is applied, and let 1c be
the complement of 1 so that Ki \1c = Ki 1\1c. Deform Ki and Ki 1 by an isotopy
of R2 such that Ki \1 and Ki 1\1 satisfy the condition of a braided virtual (welded)
link diagram. Apply the braiding process to the remainder Ki \1c = Ki 1 \1c, and
we have braided welded link diagrams, say eK 0i and eK 0i 1 such that eK 0i \ 1 = Ki \ 1,
eK 0i 1 \ 1 = Ki 1 \ 1, and eK 0i \ 1c = eK 0i 1 \ 1c. Then eK 0i and eK 0i 1 are related by
a WM0-move corresponding to kk+1k = k+1kk+1. Since eK 0i has the same Gauss
data as Ki , it is welded Markov equivalent to eKi . Similarly eK 0i 1 is welded Markov
equivalent to eKi 1. Therefore eKi and eKi 1 are welded Markov equivalent.
7. Remarks
The following proposition is folklore.
Proposition 11. Two virtual link diagrams K and K 0 represent the same virtual
link if and only if there is a finite sequence of virtual link diagrams from K to K 0 each
step of which is one of the moves in Fig. 11.
Proof. The if part is obvious by definition. The only if part is proved by showing
that any move illustrated in Fig. 3 with the arcs oriented arbitrarily is a consequence
of the moves in Fig. 11.
First we note that all possible orientations of arcs for an R2-move and V2-move
in Fig. 3 are listed in Fig. 11.
For an R3-move (a) or (b) in Fig. 3, give orientations to the three arcs.
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Fig. 16. Cyclically oriented R3-move
Fig. 17. Whitney trick
(1) If one can name the three crossings A, B and C such that the arcs are oriented
from A to B, from B to C and from A to C , respectively, then we say that the arcs are
oriented braid-wise. In this case, the oriented R3-move is expressed by replacement of
braid words,

1
i 
2
j 
3
i $ 
3
j 
2
i 
1
j ,
where fi , jg = f1, 2g and 1, 2, 3 are 1 such that 1 = 2 or 2 = 3. However it is a
consequence of a particular replacement with 1 = 2 = 3 = 1 and some insertions and
deletions of  k 
 
k where k = 1, 2 and  is 1. Thus, a braid-wise oriented R3-move
is a consequence of an R3-move and some R2a-moves and R2b-moves in Fig. 11.
(2) If one can name the three crossings A, B and C such that the arcs are oriented
from A to B, from B to C and from C to A, respectively, then we say that the arcs
are oriented cyclically. A cyclically oriented R3-move is a consequence of a braid-wise
oriented R3-move and some oriented R2-moves as in Fig. 16. Thus, it is a consequence
of moves in Fig. 11.
For an R1-move, consider an orientation of the arc. If it is not in Fig. 11, then
it is reduced to an R1-move in Fig. 11 by a sequence of oriented R2- and R3-moves
as in Fig. 17; this process is sometimes called the Whitney trick. Since all oriented
R2-moves and R3-moves are consequences of moves in Fig. 11, the oriented R1-move
is so.
The other cases involving virtual crossings are shown similarly.
REMARK. (1) J.S. Birman and R. Trapp introduced and studied the notion of a
braided chord diagram [4]. It is different from our braided virtual link diagrams and
braided welded link diagrams.
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Fig. 18. W-move
(2) D. Silver and S. Williams [25] proved that knot groups of virtual (or welded) links
are isomorphic to knot groups of ribbon-wise knotted tori in the 4-sphere, and S. Satoh
[24] showed a geometric relationship between them. From the point of view of [24],
welded braids are related to the motion group of a trivial link in R3 (cf. [8], [9], [21]).
(3) When we use the move illustrated in Fig. 18, called a W-move, instead of a W-
move, we have another notion which is analogous to a welded link. Define the group
WBm to be the quotient of VBm by the relations i
 1
i+1
 1
i = 
 1
i+1
 1
i i+1 (i = 1, : : : ,
m 2), instead of ii+1i = i+1ii+1. Then we have results analogous to those in this
section. Note that one should not use both of W-moves and W-moves simultaneously.
If we use both moves, every virtual (or welded) knot diagram changes into the unknot
(cf. [10], [13], [23]).
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